Making his MCL Debut

CASH LEVY

KEVIN McCAFFREY

With over 20 years of stand-up comedy
experience and national television exposure,
Cash Levy has entertained across the US and
Internationally for U.S. troops all over the world
from Afghanistan to Singapore. Cash is known
as one of the finest improvisers in the country. His comedy
has been showcased on The Late Late Show with Craig
Ferguson, Comics Unleashed, Comedy.TV
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“McCaffrey’s set will go beyond monologue one-liners,
but expect the same sort of laid-back persona of a
late night talk show host.” New Stage City, Chicago
When asked to describe his exceedingly
unique brand of comedy, Kevin says, “What I
do, is I try to say stuff that's funny.” That's how
avant-garde he is! Relying on content more than
volume, Kevin is not the crazy props guy, the crazy angry guy or
the crazy fat guy. At least not yet. Kevin made his network TV
debut on The Late Show with David Letterman in November of
2013 (after which he was hired as a warm-up comic for the
show), and he currently appears every week on truTV's Greatest
Ever series, and truTV Presents: World's Dumbest and is also a
regular on Comedy Knockout on truTV. Kevin's previous
television appearances include VH1's I Love the 2000s, History
Channel's I Love the 1880s.
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$12.50 - 8 PM
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18 & up with ID. There is a one
drink minimum in the showroom.
(It doesn’t have to be alcohol,
but we’re funnier if it is.)

Showroom available for private
parties and weddings. Catering available.
Call for Details. 217-482-5233
Want to guarantee a table or the front row?
Ask about The VIP Seats, just $2.50 extra per person.

COMEDY CLUB

114 E. Chestnut St.
Downtown Mason City, IL

www.mclimits.com

BIG CITY COMICS, SMALL TOWN PRICES

The Man of 999 Voices: BOB JAY
The man of 999 voices is back!
With a show that is full of energy
that will keep you on the edge of
your seat, Bob brings dozens of
celebrities and cartoon characters
to life with his "voices in my head
tour." Bob's sound effects range
from a jet fighter plane to a
locomotive train crashing through
the walls in a club. His show has
been compared to Billy Crystal and
Rich Little.
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*Acts subject to changes.
No discounts or passes
for special events.

RYAN SINGER
Ryan Singer is the rarest of breeds: A comic's comic
who electrifies mainstream audiences with material that
is both uncompromising and unpretentious. LaughSpin
says, “With his high-energy delivery and unpretentious
leanings, there's not a lot to dislike about comedian Ryan
Singer. And it's not just us saying it: In the last few
years, he's won over audiences headlining the nation's
finer comedy clubs and was hailed by Marc Maron in
Rolling Stone as a comedian who should be big.”
Both his debut album and sophomore release were
selected as Top 10 Comedy CD's of the year (2010 &
2012). He was selected by LA Weekly as one of “10 LA
Comics to Watch” for 2014, was mentioned in NY
Magazine as a “Comic to Watch.”
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